Deep Neural Representation Guided Face Sketch Synthesis.
Face sketch synthesis shows great applications in a lot of fields such as online entertainment and suspects identification. Existing face sketch synthesis methods learn the patch-wise sketch style from the training dataset containing photo-sketch pairs. These methods manipulate the whole process directly in the field of RGB space, which unavoidably results in unsmooth noises at patch boundaries. If denoising methods are used, the sketch edges would be blurred and face structures could not be restored. Recent researches of feature maps, which are the outputs of a certain neural network layer, have achieved great success in texture synthesis and artistic image generation. In this paper, we reformulate the face sketch synthesis problem into a neural network feature maps based optimization task. Our results accurately capture the sketch drawing style and make full use of the whole stylistic information hidden in the training dataset. Unlike former feature map based methods, we utilize the Enhanced 3D PatchMatch and cross-layer cost aggregation methods to obtain the target feature maps for the final results. Multiple experiments have shown that our approach imitates hand-drawn sketch style vividly, and has high-quality visual effects on CUHK, AR, XM2VTS and CUFSF face sketch datasets.